
Thursday 28th January 2021 
L.O: To include modal verbs to express a command

Success Criteria: 
To recognize modal verbs 
To include a variety of language to command 
To use formal language 

https://youtu.be/TLeD3eHqjec



Today we are going to continue reading, 
‘Cause, Chapter 2: Ticking’.







Can you summarise the text? 



Today, we are writing a letter addressed to Marlon’s parents 
from the company who run the swimming pool, explaining that 
their son has broken the rules and will now be banned from 
swimming. 



What tone will we use to write this letter?

This letter requires a formal tone. Why is this?

The letter it from a company, who would want to address Marlon’s 
parents with formality and politeness. 

The company ALSO want to ban Marlon from the swimming pool, a 
command that they will need to make as respectfully as possibly.

This can be done through using modal verbs…



Which verbs are modal?
Remember modal verbs show possibility or obligation. 

Could Ought Do Eat 

Run Must Shall Be 

Will Take Buy Might 

Swim Should Can Would 



Which verbs are modal?
Remember modal verbs show possibility or obligation. 

Could Ought Do Eat 

Run Must Shall Be 

Will Take Buy Might 

Swim Should Can Would 



We can use modal verbs within complex formal 
sentences to express commands or obligation. 

For example:

It is with regret that I must inform you that your son should 
not return to the swimming pool. 

Due to the incident, I would advise you to keep Marlon at home. 



P1. Explanation of the Daredevil Dive incident 
P2. The consequences for Marlon that he cannot return to the pool
P3.  The reasons for this: the risks of diving and safety precautions

Year 6 Criteria 
Contractions Subjunctive
Fronted adverbials Passive Voice 
Relative clauses Semi-colon/colon
Rhetorical Question Dash for extra information 

Modal Verbs 

Could Ought 
Must Shall
Will Might
Should Can 
Would May 

Look at the next slides to help you…



13 Coulsdon Drive Aqua Fun Swimming Centre 
London Hampstead London 

13th December 2020 

Dear Mr & Mrs Patricks

Paragraph 1: Explanation of the Daredevil Dive Incident 
I am writing to inform you of an unfortunate incident at the swimming pool this week, which is 
regarding your son, Marlon.  

What did Marlon do? 
What is Daredevil Dive?
Who else was there? 

Paragraph 2: Consequences for Marlon that he cannot return to the pool 
It is with regret that I must inform that your son should not return to the swimming pool. 

Will Marlon be ever allowed to return?
What about the other children involved? 



Paragraph 2: Consequences for Marlon that he cannot return to the pool 
It is with regret that I must inform that your son should not return to the swimming pool. 

Will Marlon be ever allowed to return?
What about the other children involved? 

Paragraph 3: The reasons for this: the risks of diving and safety precautions
I appreciate that you will be looking for an explanation for our drastic action and it due to the 
high risks involved in diving that we must take a hard line on this incident. 

Why is diving dangerous?
Why would the pool not allow it? 

Yours Sincerely,

Miss Zahra Brooke 

Director of Aqua Fun 







Read your writing to check for any 
punctuation or spelling mistakes! 

Brilliant work today J

Email your finished work to:
ksutherland@kingsavenue.Lambeth.sch.uk
mjames@kingsavenue.Lambeth.sch.uk
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